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Abstract
This document provides a final report for the NSERC Engage Grant “Audio Environment
for the Emotional Imaging Composer.” The Emotional Imaging Composer (EIC) is a product
currently under development by Emotional Imaging Incorporated (EII). As a development
initiative, researchers from the Input Devices and Music Interaction Lab at McGill University
developed an audio environment for the EIC. The environment features both a tool for music
performance and a tool for data analysis and emotional monitoring.
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Description of the Project

The Emotional Imaging Composer ( EIC) is a multimedia instrument which derives information
about a performer’s emotional state from multiple biosignals [1]. Emotional Imaging Inc. has
already developed a visual environment for the EIC. For this project we expanded the EIC
with an audio environment which includes tools for musical performance and for interactive
sonification.
The EIC takes as input signals from a variable number of biosensors, typically including
an electrocardiogram, respiration, galvanic skin response, phalange temperature, and blood
pressure volume. These signals are processed by an algorithm that is comprised of four steps:
pre-processing, feature extraction, feature selection, and feature space reduction. The output
of the algorithm is a set of 2-dimensional coordinates locating the performer’s emotional state
within the circumplex model of affect as initially described by James Russell [13].
The circumplex model of affect is frequently referenced within the emotion research community. One approach to this model is to locate specific emotions at discrete locations in
the two-dimensional space. Juslin and Sloboda’s Handbook of Emotion and Music [8]contains
an example of this approach within a musical context which was particularly useful for our
research; see figure 1.
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Details of the Performance Environment

One of EII’s early papers expressed their desire for the EIC to be:
”. . .as expressive and responsive as a fine musical instrument. . . rather than
attempt to recognize and label human emotional states, our goal is to investigate
the mapping of these states to expressive control over virtual environments and
multimedia instruments.”
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Figure 1: Russel’s circumplex model of affect as presented in Juslin & Sloboda (2010), with the
discrete locations of several emotions listed along with their relevant musical cues.
In early discussions with EII, it was decided that the test case scenario would be a performer singing a song from the american songbook tradition. This scenario presents different
constraints from other approaches incorporating emotion data into music performance such as
to affective music generation software [19] or performances in which all of the musical characteristics are generated in response to emotional data [3]. In the test case we chose the
structure of the performance environment was heavily driven by the fact that the harmony,
form, and rhythm of the singer’s performance would be determined by the song. In addition,
it was desirable for the effects of the singer’s emotion should be seen to be part of the singer’s
performance rather than as an accompaniment. Due to these considerations we choose to implement a performance system which processed the singer’s voice rather than generating an
accompaniment.
The fact that the source material was a human voice raised other issues relating to performance practice. Juslin et al. note that the human voice is a primary factor in the development
of emotional audio cues [8]. We quickly identified that drastic alterations of vocal timbre
through distortion, pitch shifting, and filtering not only sounded unnatural within the context
of the song but also served to obscure the emotional cues already present within the voice. For
this reason we chose to implement a spectral delay algorithm which enables the creation of
virtual spaces representing different emotional states.
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Spectral Delay

A spectral delay system divides an incoming audio stream into a discrete number of audio
bands, and each band is then individually stored in an audio buffer (see figure 2). The buffer
containing each band is then played back with its own delay, feedback, gain, and panning
settings. We also implemented an optional additional amplitude envelope stage. This stage
occurs after the gain stage, and the envelopes are triggered by a 32-step sequencer whose
parameters are controlled by the output of the EIC. The spectral delay implemented for this
project was developed in Max/MSP and draws upon prior work by John Gibson’s work on
spectral delays [5] and Jean-Francois Charles’ use of jitter matrixes to store frequency domain
audio data [2].

Figure 2: Spectral delay stages: Input, output, and output with amplitude envelope.

2.2

Graphic Programming Interface and Preset Management

A graphic user interface was developed in order for easy user programming, and is presented
in figure 3. A two stage preset management system was implemented, of which the first stage
allows for the user to save presets containing spectral delay and sequencer parameters.
The second preset stage contains parameters pertaining to the mapping of different spectral
delay presets to the two dimensional emotion space. Five different delay presets are assigned
to separate nodes. Each node consists of a central point and a radius within which the delay
preset is activated. When the radii of multiple nodes overlap the parameters for the presets
they refer to are interpolated. Parameters stored in this stage include the preset assigned to
each node, the location and radii of each node, and the color assigned to each node. Five nodes
were initially implemented in order to allow for one node for each quadrant of the emotional
space as well as one node for a neutral “in-between” state. In practice, it was found that the
performer navigated within a relatively small terrain within the emotional space and therefore
an irregular assignment of nodes was more musically effective.

2.3

Mapping Strategies

Several initial delay characteristics pertaining to emotional states were identified, including
delay brightness, density, amplitude, stereo width, and length. Emotional cues contained within
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Figure 3: The user interface for the spectral delay.

Figure 4: The interface for the spectral delay preset system.
music performance as indicated in figure 1 were found to correlate to these characteristics as
well. One useful facet of the spectral delay we implemented is that each characteristic can
be realized by a variety of different approaches. For example, lowering the brightness would
normally be achieved by lowering the gain of the higher frequency bands; however it can
also be achieved by lowering their feedback, delay time, or panning. Many of these settings
are consistent with real-world acoustics, such as the attenuation of high frequencies as sound
radiates in a room, but the possibility for unnatural acoustic characteristics is retained. One
example of a mapping is presented in figure 6.

2.4

Evaluation

A video of an example test case with emotional data from the EIC was used to evaluate the
performance environment and mapping strategies. It was quickly found that creating spaces
which correlate to emotional states was relatively easy to do; however, by themselves they
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Figure 5: The interface for the spectral delay sequencer.
did not serve to create the desired emotional impact due to the fact that listeners discern the
emotional cues contained within the vocal performance as more relevant than those provided
by the acoustic space. Once the performer’s emotional signals cause the delay to move from one
delay preset to another the sonic change was easily perceived and made a stronger contribution
to the perceived emotion of the performer. The importance of moving between delay presets in
order to create emotional cues underscores the importance of the location of the nodes within
the mapping preset, since transitions are more likely to occur when the nodes are contained
within the emotional space in which the performer spends the most time.
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Details of the Sonification Development

Two applications were developed for the purpose of data sonification. They were created for
the two data types being generated in realtime by the EIC–biosignals and circumplex 2D
coordinates. The biosignals sonification was finalized at the end of month 3 and presented
to EII at the end of month 3. The circumplex sonification was completed at the end of
month 5. In both cases, a GUI was provided for visualization and control of data flow. For
the circumplex sonification, a sophisticated GUI was created capable of mapping flexibility,
interactive exploration and control.

3.1

BioSignals Sonification

The sonification of the Biosignals made use of the DynKlank UGen available in SuperCollider.
A collection of four resonant frequencies were mapped along a frequency range from 200-4000Hz.
Parameters from the data were then assigned to these four frequencies. Frequency ranges were
constructed logarithmically and did not cross in order to be as clear as possible.
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Figure 6: Spectral delay sample preset.
In addition to these frequency controls, an overall loudness parameter was implemented.
This control was mapped to heart-rate depth. An ambisonics encoder was used to provide
as spatial representation of the system. Temperature, which tended to change the least in
experimentation was mapped to this control such that the rotation of the sound field (clockwise
or counterclockwise) was dependent upon temperature change where positive change turned the
system clockwise, and negative turned it counterclockwise. No change in temperature meant a
stationary sound field.
A final control was implemented for the galvanic skin response, a measure of skin conductance. For this parameter, one of the frequencies in the DynKlank resonator was randomly
mapped between 200Hz and higher pitch, that was dependent upon the skin conductance. The
randomness provided the impression of conductance and could be easily differentiated.
Lastly a GUI for realtime visual monitoring was also created, drawing upon the SenseWorld
data quark, made available as an extension to the SuperCollider library. All controls were
normalized and mapped into this range. The visual reinforcement provided a supplemental
information medium which contributed positively to user experience.

3.1.1

Reviews and Criticisms

After informal testing of the GUI and sonification method with users unfamiliar to the system,
it was found that the spatialization effect was very salient and worked very well. Users found
the skin conductance effect also easy to follow. The realtime visual plot was however not
as easy to understand. Some of the lines were difficult to see due to colour differentiability.
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However, users remarked that the reinforcement of the visual dimension with sound reinforced
the experience of the data and did lead to new insights.
At the group meeting at the end of month 3, EII representatives were highly impressed but
were concerned over the affective nature of the sound. They were concerned that users would
not like the sound in virtue of its being “erie” and “electronic” sounding. These criticisms
were incorporated into the development of the circumplex sonification through a button which
would randomly create new sounds. The user could hypothetically press this button until they
found a sound they liked, while the data itself would still be mapped to the corresponding
parameters, and the mapping itself would not need to be relearned.

3.2

Development of the Circumplex Sonification Model

The circumplex model for data sonification was conceptually difficult to master. The reason
for this was that the emotional coordinates of valence and arousal are firmly bound to more or
less fixed structural fields in music. Denying these elements would make a sonification which
was not “correct” in virtue of not employing the appropriate structural elements.
To begin, a more substantive review of the field of biosignals mapping and affective music
generation was conducted. From this review, lasting a period of a week and a half, the goals
of such a system were effectively determined. The EIC audio environment was differentiated
from other attempts at mastering affective generation in the literature. Appropriate goals for
the time remaining were determined and development continued.
Following a period of experimentation using alternative tunings, physical models, and reverberation systems, it was determined that the most salient feature would in fact be tempo,
loudness, and timbre, as indicated by the Oxford Handbook on Music and emotion. To be
backwards compatible, all new developments used the DynKlank UGen in supercollider, but
not using the resonant frequencies for conveying emotion.

3.2.1

Details of the Implementation

The Circumplex sonification model uses spatialization, tempo, loudness, decay time, mode,
and roughness to convey the dimensions of valence and arousal. These choices represent a
subset of the possible structural elements suggested by the Emotion and Music Handbook that
were considered by the scholars to be the most salient. They were mapped accordingly to the
coordinates. The roughness dimension was mapped to positive arousal and negative valence,
therefore being associated with “fear.”
A GUI was created for realtime monitoring of video feed and circumplex mapping. At the
front end, the user could control the rate of playback, playback position, and video volume. By
clicking once upon the circumplex graph, they could turn the sonification on or off. By moving
their mouse in the circumplex space, they could explore the mappings chosen for sound output.
By double-clicking upon the circumplex graph, users would be exposed to a menu displaying more sonification controls. Six mapping strategies were made available (tempo, loudness,
roughness, decay, mode and timbre), and the user could chose what data parameter would be
mapped to which sound parameter and also had control over the limits of the sonification. For
instance, tempo could be mapped to either arousal, valence or both and a range slider was
provided to allow the user to choose the min and max number of beats per minute.
In addition to these six mapping strategies, chosen specifically for their emotional correlation, users could also control the sonification volume, sonification pitch level, and also randomly
generate a new sound. The new sound control was implemented by setting random values for
the four frequency, amplitude, and decay values of the DynKlank UGen in SuperCollider. For
a user that may get tired of the same sound, this random generator could be used to quickly
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render a new sound without disrupting the other controls of the system. Screenshots of the
GUI and sonification sub-menu are provided in the following figures.

Figure 7: A figure displaying the front-end of the GUI as of September September 25, 2012. We
can see the primary view, the emotion plot, the speed knob, and the mute button. By clicking on
the emotion plot, we hear sound. By double clicking we get to the options menu as can be seen in
the subsequent figure. By holding the mouse down and moving in the cirumplex plot, the user can
learn the sonification mappings.

4

Conclusion

We believe we have shown that a spectral delay can be a very useful tool for augmenting a
musical performance with additional emotional information, whether as a subtle coloration
or a more extreme effect. It is clear that in order for this effect to be musically useful careful
programming of delay and mapping presets will be required. The final selection of these presets
will require considerable user testing and is outside the scope of this project. Since the test
case scenario we were working with caused us to veer towards subtle augmentation of the
vocal performance, the implementation of the sequencer function within the spectral delay was
very simple. Some of the presets using the sequencer, however, made it clear that there are
considerable possibilities for its use in both experimental and rhythmic musical styles. That
might be a path for future development of this environment.
For sonification, a technique for affective display using perceptually and cognitively motivated principles was created. The technique is ideally applied to cases where emotional
monitoring is required. For the user, a GUI was created for experimenting with the mapping,
changing the mapping, experimenting with the sound, and interacting with the data. The
sonification provided more information that the video alone, actually conveying information
that was not available through facial expressions.
The result was that the perceived emotion was augmented through auditory display—she
was perceived as happier or sadder when her facial affective display was redundant. Further,
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Figure 8: A figure displaying the back-end of the GUI as of September 25, 2012. The view button
makes the movie visible again. The new sound button makes a completely new sound and changes
the ball’s colour. The reset button sends these settings back to the original. The loudness slider sets
the volume of the sonification. The pitch slider sets the lowest pitch of the sound. The remainder
refer to available parameters for modification. By clicking on the pop-up menu, the user can specify
whether valence or arousal or both are mapped. A range slider determines the output range.
contradictory visual and auditory affective display gave a deeper understanding of her state.
For instance, one can be frightened or angry on the inside and nevertheless appear happy
or bored on the outside. To perceive both simultaneously gives a fuller account of affective
experience. In the opinion of the author, the potential of sonification as a wearable technology
to monitor emotion is verified, with high potential for future development.
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